Genetically-manipulated adult stem cells as therapeutic agents and gene delivery vehicle for wound repair and regeneration.
Wound therapy remains a clinical challenge and much effort has been focused on the development of novel therapeutic approaches for wound management. New knowledge about the way in which signals control wound cellular and molecular behavior has promoted the topical application of multipotent stem cells and bioactive molecules to injured tissue, for skin regeneration with less scar formation. However, limited clinical success indicates that the effective delivery of polypeptides and therapeutic cells, with controlled releasing profile, is a major challenge which is yet to be overcome. Recently, a technique in which the genetically-manipulated stem cells were used both as the therapeutic agents and the vehicle for gene delivery for wound treatment - a method which serves to provide regenerative cells and bioactive genes within an optimal environment of regulatory molecular expression for wound sites - has emerged as a promising strategy for wound regenerative therapy. In this article, the roles of adult stem cells - as the therapeutics and the vehicles in these advanced biomimetic drug delivery systems for wound regeneration medicine - are scrutinized to indicate their mechanisms, characteristics, broad applicability and future lines of investigation.